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Indehistorische beeldvorming isde door Nederland in 1901 ingezette "Ethische politiek" nagenoeg uitsluitend met Oost-Indie in
verband gebracht, in West-Indie is echter een zelfde beleid
gevoerd, maar door het nadelige effect ervan is dat niet als
zodanig onderkend.
E.B. Pultrum,doctoraalverslag,Rijksuniversiteit Leiden,1986.

Het karakteriseren van axiale dispersie in een bellenkolom door
middel van het dimensieloze Bodenstein kental dient vermeden te
worden.

Deveronderstellingdat het uitwisselingsoppervlak tussen degasen de vloeistoffase in een airlift-loop reactor door expansie en
coalescentie van de gasbellen constant is over de hoogte, lijkt
integenspraak met de resultaten uitdit proefschrift.
C.S. Ho et al., Biotechnol. and Bioeng.,19 (1977)1503-1522.

4.

Naarmate de schaal van een airlift-loop reactor toeneemt, neemt
het belang van een juist ontwerp van de gasverdeler met
betrekking tot de zuurstofoverdracht,af.

In de exacte wetenschappen wordt bij de opzet van mathematische
modelvergelijkingen ten onrechte veelvuldig gebruik gemaakt van
het germanisme " aanname ", daar waar men veronderstelling
bedoelt.

6.

De definitie: "Een model is een vereenvoudigde voorstelling van
de werkelijkheid "doet aan de voorstelling van dewerkelijkheid
van sommigeonderzoekers ernstige twijfel ontstaan.

Het is te hopen dat de taakuitbreiding van de brandweer met de
rampenbestrijding hier te lande, door deze organisatie zodanig
zal worden opgevat dat die bestrijding tot een sanering van de
diverse opleidingen tot brandweerfunctionaris zalkunnen leiden.

Het verdient aanbeveling om voor het besturen van motorrijwielen
met een zuigerverplaatsing van meer dan 500 cm3 behalve eenrijbewijs ook een psychologische test verplicht testellen.

Stellingen behorende bij het proefschrift: "Modelling and characterization of an airlift-loop bioreactor" van P. Verlaan. Wageningen,
20november1987.
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CHAPTERONE

GENERAL INTRODUCTION

Biotechnology is currently a rapidly expanding field of interdisciplinary
research. This appears amongst others from thedevelopment ofa numberof
new types ofbioreactors.Thetraditional stirred-tank reactor isnolonger
a priori thestandard bioreactor, mainly becauseofeconomic considerations
and the intrinsic properties of the bio-phase used [1,2]. Especially the
airlift-loop reactor (ALR), asa result of several features which willbe
explained below,isagood exampleofthecoming bioreactor.TheALRconcept
hasbeen evolved from thatofthebubble column (BC)andwasfirst described
by Lefrancois et al. [3].The special feature of theALR is the recirculationoftheliquid throughadowncomer connectingthetopandthebottom
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Fig. 1 Schematic representations ofabubble column (A),aninternalloopairliftreactor (B)andanexternal-loop-airliftreactor(C).

of the main bubbling section (theriser, see figure 1 ) .Dueto the high

circulation-flowrate,efficient mixing iscombined with acontrolled liquid
flow in the absence of mechanical agitators and thus absence of large shear
forces. Moreover, an ALR can satisfy a high oxygen demand particularly in
larger ALR configurations (50-150m) [4,5], These properties make the ALR a
suitable reactor for shear sensitive organisms requiring a controlled
dissolved oxygen concentration (DOC). An example of such an application is
the production of secondary metabolites byplant cells[6].

Design and construction of theALR

An ALR is a reactor which essentially consists of a riser and a downcomer
which have an open connection at the bottom and the top. There exist two
different types of ALRs: the ALR with an internal loop (AILR)and the ALR
with an external loop (AELR) as shown in figure 1. Continuous injection of
air at the bottom of the riser creates a density difference with the downcomer as the air escapes at the top of the reactor.Due to this density difference, a liquid flow from the bottom to the top exist in the riser and
from the top to the bottom in the downcomer, thus resulting in the circulation of the continous liquid phase.
Advantages of the ALR in comparison to more conventional bioreactors like
the standard fermenter, are the absence of mechanically moved parts in the
ALR and a low rate of shear, the relative simple construction and with that
a low fault sensitivity, an adequate gas-phase disengagement at the top, a
large specific interfacial contact area at a low energy input,aunique combination of controlled flow and good mixing properties and due to the
controlled flow, a well defined residence time for all phases including the
solid (bio-)phase. Furthermore, it should be noted that the ALR can be
easily operated under sterile conditions as result of its simple construction.Themain additional advantage of theAILR isthevery simple geometry:
a bubble column with a shaft in it. The AELR has several additional advantages in comparison to the AILR:

* awell defined residence time in the individual sections of theAELR
* an adjustable gas-phase disengagement at the top
•accessability for measurement and control in both the riser and the downcomer

* A simple valve between the riser and the downcomer enables control of the
liquid velocity Independentof thegas-input rate
* An excellent heatexchange and temperature control
*A simple geometry of the individual parts (tubes) justifies the use of a
simple model
*An optimal hydraulic diameter for both the riser and downcomer and therefore a low friction rate
•Visual admittance to the process if theAELR is constructed of transparant
elements
For thepresent study theabove-mentioned features tipped thebalance inthe
advantage of the AELR to use this type of ALR for our experiments. An
extended overview of the characteristics for theALR and other type of loop
reactors isgiven by Blenke[7].

Aim
The aim of thepresent research isthemodelling and characterization of the
physical behaviour of a multi-phase flow in an ALR in order to give unambiguous information for the design and scale-up of an ALR for a given
biotechnological production process using immobilized biocatalysts.

Scope and objectives
The study of this type of reactor was at the time initiated inview of its
application as bioreactor for conversion with immobilized biocatalysts [8]
and plant cells [6,9,10]. From the viewpoint of this, efficient oxygen
transfer and acontrolled DOC in theALR has to be realized,which requires
knowledge of hydrodynamic, mixing and oxygen transfer characteristics. In
thepresent study theseare thebasic elementsof investigation.

Hydrodynamics
The behaviour of an ALR (and of a bioreactor in general) is determined not
only by its geometry but also by its hydrodynamic properties. Therefore
knowledge of liquid velocity and (local) gas hold-up is a requisite for
reliable predictions of mixing and mass transfer characteristics. In
contrast tobubble columns, inanALR theabove-mentioned hydrodynamicparameters predetermine eachother,thereby impeding afundamental prediction of
gashold-up and liquid velocity. Several investigators have reported work on
characterising an ALR by liquid velocities, gas hold-ups and reactor
geometries for air-water systems [11-19]. From this literature can be
concluded that correlations and a few empirical hydrodynamical models concerning air-water systems are available. Several of these models have been
proposed in order to describe flow behaviour in an ALR but in most cases
these models have been based on empirical correlations specific to theparticularALR used [17,18,20].A moregeneraldescription of the hydrodynamics
does not exists,while some authors present contradictory findings [13,14].
Chapter 2 deals with the hydrodynamic properties of an ALR for an air water
system aiming at a more general description and understanding for reactor
design andscale-up.

Nixing
Mixing in an ALR is a result of two different phenomena: axial dispersion
and liquid circulation.Axial dispersion ismass transport by diffusion-like
disturbances on a plug flow occuring in the reactor tubes of an ALR. The
liquid circulation cumulates the individual axial dispersion contributions
during one liquid circulation, to a final mixing result generally expressed
by a single parameter: the mixing time. In an ALR, axial dispersion has an
influence on oxygen and other substrate profiles, thus effecting the kinetics of (immobilized) biocatalysts and with that the design of the ALR.
Fields and Slater [21] for instance, investigated the influence of liquid
mixing in an ALR on the respiration of micro-organisms and found that
respiratory quotients are affected by the localmixingbehaviour. Inviewof
biological processes in which small characteristic times (time constants)
are of importance, it is essential to investigate not only axial dispersion

for the reactor as a whole, but also for the different sections of theALR:
riser, topsection (gasdisengagement section)and downconer.
Incontrast tobubble columns,where numerous investigators reported results
on the characterization of axial dispersion [22-24], there is a lack of
knowledge on themixing behaviour inALRs,especially in the individual sections of theALR. Several investigators reported results on axial dispersion
in the ALR as awhole and in the individual sections [10,17,18,25,26], but
the mathematical methods they applied to assess these values entailed
serious problems due to the liquid circulation in theALR [18,21].
In chapter three a parameter estimation method is presented yielding the
axial dispersion parameter which isnot affected by the nature of the tracer
nor by the circulation flow of the loop reactor. Itwill also be shown that
axial dispersion in the reactor as a whole can be calculated from the
contributions of the individual sections.

Oxygen transfer
As the ALR is especially a reactor for aerobic biotechnological processes,
the aeration capacity and performance is of main interest for its application as a bioreactor. Moreover, because of the controlled liquid flow, the
geometry of the reactor and the hydrostatic pressure differences, intolerable variations in the local DOC may occur during a fermentation. As a
result, the characterisation of theaeration inanALR does not only require
a thorough knowledge of the overall aeration characteristics but also of
local gas-liquid oxygen transfer, including oxygen transfer in the gassparger region.
Several investigations have been carried out on the mass transfer capacity
of airlift contactors [15,17,25,27], however these results are based on
emperical correlationswhich inmost cases are specific to the situation and
often do not contribute to a more perspicacious view on this matter. A few
workers introduced mathematical models describing oxygen transfer in anALR
[18,28,29]. Unfortunately, the assumptions proposed, restricts a more
general approach. In one case for instance, only the steady-state situation
was considered [28], while in other cases fundamental parameters were
obtained from emperical correlations making large scale predictions doubtful
[28,29]. Other examples are: 1. the assumption on the mixing behaviour was

not based on a thorough knowledge of mixing inanALR [29] leading to false
interpretations, 2. not the entire reactor was incorporated in the model
[18], 3. gas phase dynamics were neglected [18]and 4. the theoretical work
wasnotverified experimentally[29].
Clearly, a real theoretical base for the description of oxygen transfer and
the estimation of oxygen-transfer coefficients in an ALR is lacking in the
literature. On the basis of the research reported in the chapters two and
three,adynamic,non-isobaric gas-liquid transfer model wasdeveloped which
was used to estimate the aeration coefficient and to investigate the
influence of the air-sparger region on the overall oxygen transfer. This
model is presented in chapter four. Carbondioxide and nitrogen transports
are included in the model as mass transfer of these components between the
gas and the liquid phase is able to severely influence the DOC or the mole
fraction of oxygen in the gas phase. Moreover, large carbondioxide concentrations in the liquid phase can influence the metabolism of biomass
[30].

Transition phenomena
AnALR hasaplug flow forboth the liquid and thegas-phase with the liquid
phase circulating through the reactor. In some cases, depending on the
dimensions of theALR, thedifference between anALR and abubble column can
become very small as a result of a hampered liquid flow. Such a situation
occurs inanALR when for instance gasredispersion plates aremounted, when
the downcomer diameter is designed very small in order to obtain a small
residence time in this part, or when voluminous monitoring devices are
fitted in the reactor tubes. If the liquid flow is hampered, the upflow
region can loose its typical plug-flow characteristics and gradually can
transfer into a BC-type of flow. The intermediate region between an unhampered ALR flowand a BC flow iswhat we call the transition flow regime and
depends on theprocess conditions of theALR.
A major problem indesigning andmodelling thephysical behaviour ofanALR,
in particular with respect to the aspects mentioned in the previous three
paragraphs, is the exact definition of the flow regimes in the column; in
other words,whether to deal with aBC or anALR. Each flow pattern has its
own responsive chord on reactor performance. This problem has been

recognized earlier in the literature but until now, little results have been
reported on this topic. Merchuk and Stein [12] investigated the hydrodynamics in the transition flow regime and summarized their results in an
emperical correlation from which no general prediction for the onset of
change in flow pattern can be obtained.
A fewworkers investigated axial dispersion [15,25]and oxygen transfer [15]
in an ALR and compared the results between bubble column and airlift operation in the same unit, but no information of axial dispersion and oxygen
transfer inthe transition flow regime between anALR and aBC isexisting.
Chapter five is dedicated to the hydrodynamics of the transition flow
regime. A criterium is presented by which transition from bubble column to
ALR hydrodynamics can be predicted. This criterium also indicates whether
the general hydrodynamic model for an ALR, presented in chapter two, is
valid ornot.
Chapter six is dedicated to axial dispersion and oxygen transfer in the
transition flow regime, The results presented in that chapter can be an
important tool inscaling-up and designing ALRs.

Three-phase flow

The research mentioned in the previous sections concerned the physical behaviour of gas-liquid flow in an ALR. In many cases immobilized biocatalysts
or micro-organisms growing in aggregates are used in biotechnological production processes. This means that the biophase in the reactor is concentrated in or on beads with diameters up to several millimeters. Also in
this case an ALR seems a suitable reactor having excellent suspension
characteristics due to the high liquid velocity.
Little research has been reported until now on the influence on bioreactor
performance of relatively large (2-3mm) particles with a neutral buoyancy
e.g. gel-entrapped biocatalysts. Recently, results were published on the
influence of neutral buoyant calcium alginate beads with a diameter of
2,2 mm on oxygen transfer in a stirred-tank reactor [31].For ALRs no such
data isavailable.Therefore the aim of chapter 7 istogive a concise overview of the physical ALR properties and the interaction with relatively
large solid particles in order to provide essential information for
three-phase-ALR design. In chapter 7, results are reported on the physical

influence on ALR performance of neutral buoyant polystyrene or calciumalginate beadswith diameters ranging from 2,4 to 2,7 mm.

Notes on thesis lay out

The chapters in this thesis all are similarly presented as independent
contributions, each of which forms a part that can be read apart from the
others. Each chapter has been closed with literature references and a list
of symbols used.
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CHAPTER TWO

AHYDRODYNAMIC MODEL FOR AN AIRLIFT-LOOP BIOREACTOR
WITH EXTERNAL LOOP

P.Verlaan,J. Tramper and K. van 'tRiet,
Department of Food Science,Food and Bioengineering Group,
Agricultural University,
DeDreyen 12,6703 BC Wageningen,TheNetherlands.

K.Ch.A.M. Luyben,Department ofBiochemical Engineering,
Delft University of Technology,
Julianalaan 67,2628BC Delft.

ABSTRACT

A simple model is introduced for the hydrodynamic description of anairliftloop bioreactor with external loop. The model is based on the drift flux
model of Zuber and Findlay (1965) for a two-phase flow and predicts the
liquid velocity and the local gas hold-up in both the upflow and downflow
region in relation to the gas input rate and the reactor dimensions. The
model is non-isobaric and takes into account non-uniform flow profiles.
Liquid velocity and local gas hold up in airlift-loop reactors from laboratory to pilot plant scales are predicted to within 5-10% accuracy.

Published in:Chem. Engng.J., 33 (1986)B43-B53.
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INTRODUCTION

At present, various types of bioreactors are used in biotechnological processes, e.g. the conventional stirred tank reactor and the more modern
airlift-loop reactor. An airlift-loop reactor (ALR) combines efficient oxygen transfer and mixing with controlled liquid flow and low shear forces.
The behaviour of abioreactor isdetermined not only by the reactor geometry
butalso by itshydrodynamic properties.Therefore knowledge of liquid velocity and (local)gas hold-up isessential for reliable predictions of mixing
and mass transfer characteristics. In contrast to bubble columns, inan ALR
the above-mentioned hydrodynamic parameters predetermine each other which
impedes a fundamental prediction of gas hold-up and liquid velocity. Several
investigators have reported work on characterising anALR by liquid velocities,gas hold-ups and reactor geometries for air-water systems.
Onken and Weiland [1],for instance,have measured gas hold-ups for an 0.12
m s ALR with external loop (height: 10 m) and found the gas hold-up in the
reactor to be independent of the initial bubble size generated by the gas
sparger. In contrast toOnken and Weiland, Merchuk and Stein [2]found that
even intall columns,themeasured values of the local gashold-up inanALR
with external loop depend on the geometry of the gassparger (single orifice
or multiple orfices) and on the friction in the reactor. Mercer [3] mentioned diminishing average bubble sizes ina pilot-scale ALR with increasing
aeration rates which enhances gas hold-up. In contrast McManamey et al. [4]
reported an increasing bubble size due to coalescence when the reactor was
operated at high aeration rates. However,Mercer determined the gas hold-up
photographically and it is possible that only bubbles at the wall-side were
observed which were not necessarily representative for the whole reactor.
The results of McManamey et al. were obtained by visual observations.
Merchuk and Stein [2] did not observe bubble coalescence or bubble dispersion in their reactor. Belloet al. [5]investigated gas hold-ups inboth an
external and internal loop airlift reactor with various diameter ratios for
the upflow and downflow regions and presented empirical relations for gas
fractions in relation to the gas input rate, the liquid velocity and the
ratio of downcomer and riser tube cross-area.The discrepant interpretations
in literature of gas hold-up characteristics inanALR hamper amoreperspicacious view.
A similar trend is observed for liquid flow behaviour in ALRs which, in
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contrast to the gas hold-up measurements, is due mainly to the application
of different experimental techniques. Mercer [3] investigated flow characteristics of a pilot-scale airlift (working volume: 0.55 m 3 ) , using a flow
follower technique. Because of this technique, the resultswere affected by
secondary flow patterns in the upward flowpath; as a result the velocity
gradient of the riser and downcomer appeared to be of opposite sign for
increasing gas injection rate.The samemethod was also applied by Clark and
Flemmer [6] in a two-phase bubble upflow and downflow. They reported secondary circulation patterns which disturbed experiments in such away that the
circulation rate could not be measured accurately. Onken and Weiland [1]
measured liquid velocity using an inductive flow meter which enables an
accurate estimation of the flow velocity in a tube; Merchuk and Stein [2]
used a liquid flow meter. Both teams [1,2] found an exponential correlation
between the liquid flow and thegasvelocity intheriser.
Several models have been proposed inorder to describe flow behaviour inan
ALR but inmost cases these models have been based onempirical correlations
specific to the particular ALR used. Hatch [7] for instance, applied the
drift-flux model of Zuber and Findlay [8], supplemented with empirical
correlations for an internal loop ALR with a working volume of 0.2 m 3 , in
order to calculate liquid velocities and gas hold-up fractions in both the
riser (draft) and the downcomer (annulus). The semi-empirical model which
did not take into account pressure effects,predicted the hydrodynamicparameters to within 10%.Van der Lans [9] and Kubota et al. [10]have studied
and modelled hydrodynamics inpilot-plant deep shaft reactorswith anexternal loop and working volumes of 0.6 m 3 and 0.2 m 3

respectively. In both

models the rise velocity of the gas bubbles was obtained experimentally.
Kubota et al. also included in their model gas exchange by biological activity but did notverify their calculations experimentally. Van der Lans predicted deep-shaft hydrodynamics for his experimental set up, within the
experimental accuracy. Jones [11] introduced a simple model on the basis of
an energy balance in the upflow region, but gas hold-up in the downflow
region was neglected. In this model it was assumed that the work performed
by the ascending air bubbles isequal to thework performed in accomplishing
liquid circulation. Nevertheless, a discrepancy occurred between the model
and the experiments in a concentric tube airlift with a working volume of
0.06 m 3

(about 33%), especially for large draft diameters. No friction

calculations were included.
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Clearly, some data, correlations and empirical hydrodynamical models concerning air-water systems are available but a more general description of
hydrodynamics does not exist, while some authors even present contradictory
findings. The present work concerns hydrodynamic properties of anALR aiming
at amore general description and understanding. A simple model based on the
drift-flux model of Zuber and Findlay [8] for a two-phase flow is introduced, on the basis of which the liquid velocity and the local gas hold-up
in both the riser and downcomer can be predicted in relation to the gas
input rate and the reactor dimensions, taking into account non-uniform flow
profiles. An iterative procedure is necessary since the liquid velocity and
the gas hold up are not independent. The model is non-isobaric and has been
used to predict the liquid velocities and local gas hold-ups in external
loop reactors of various sizes (0.004 m 3 -0.6m 3 ).

MATERIALS AND METHODS

Two different pilot-plant ALR's have been used for the evaluation of the
hydrodynamic model one with a height of 3.23 m and another with a height of
10.5 m. The smaller ALR has a reactor volume of 0.165 m 3 and a riser and
downcomer constructed of borosilicate glass pipe sections with diameters of
0.2 m and 0.1 m respectively. The top of this reactor consists of a
stainless steel cistern which has a length of 0.7 m and a width of 0.22 m
thus allowing for acertain amount of foaming (Figure 1 ) .Itwas designed to
obtain complete deaeration without gas entrainment into the downcomer. The
liquid level was kept at 0.13 m above the bottom of the cistern in the
absence of gas in order to maintain about the same liquid velocity in the
riser and in the topsection. The funnel shaped top of the downcomer
accomplishes asmooth diameter change.A gas sparger has been designed which
produces bubbles of about the equilibrium diameter (djj=6mm)of air bubbles
in water [12].At the bottom of the reactor air and water can be supplied.
Temperature control is provided by a contact-element heater fixed on the
stainless-steel pipe element of the top section.
The larger ALR has a working volume of 0.6 m 3 and a riser and downcomer
diameter of 0.225 m and 0.1 m respectively. The whole reactor consists of
borosilicate glas pipe sections and has the same geometry as the 0.165 m 3
ALR except for the topsection which, inthis case,consists of aglas pipe
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section with a length of 0.85 nt and
diameter of 0.15 m. Inthis reactor,temstainless steel
topsection
-viewwindow

perature control isperformed by a heater
positioned in the riser liquid flow. The
ALR is provided with a vacuum pump by

pH—
heaterP-

-pH

S

which the pressure at the top of the

XT

reactor can be lowered to a value of 3-5
kPa, depending on the gas input rate.
This reactor is situated at the Delft
University ofTechnology andmore details
about this reactor have been reported by
P~

van der Lans[9].

riser—

tf

In both reactors the liquid flow in the

Jnductive
flow meter
-downcomer
D„= 01m

downcomer was measured by means of an
inductive flow meter. A reversed U-tube
manometer

was

used

to measure

the

pressure difference over the length of
interest. For this purpose the riser is
equipped with various pressure points
(Figure 1 ) .The gas fraction inthe riser

drain | tap water
air

was estimated from the pressure difference between two points which is
represented by the following equation:

Fig. 1 The airlift-loop reactor

Ap= pgL(l-a)

Here, a is the mean gas volume fraction in the relevant part of the tube
with length L, p is the liquid density and g the gravitational constant.
Friction and acceleration termswere assumed to contribute negligibly to the
changes in gas hold-up along the column. From eq (1) the mean gas hold up
over a tube length Lcan be calculated.

(1)
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THE MODEL

As stated above, the liquid velocity and the gas hold-up have to be estimated in relation to the main input parameter of an ALR, the injected gas
flow.The density differences due toagas hold-upa r in the riser and a^ in
the downcomer result in a liquid flow in the ALR. In a stationary situation
thedriving force has tobe equal to the friction losses intheALR:

L

L

0 / a r (z)dz - 0 /a d (z)dz =K f /(2g).vj s

(2)

where Kf is the friction coefficient and v l s the superficial liquid velocity.Thus the liquid velocity can be calculated when both the riser and the
downcomer gas hold-up are known. However, the gas hold-up is a function of
the liquid velocity. Therefore an iterative procedure hasbeen used for this
calculation,which isshown in Figure 2and explained below.
The local gas fraction isexpressed by the following equation:

a(z)= v gs (z)/v g (z)

(3)

In this equation v„(z) is the local gas velocity and v_ s (z) the local
superficial gas velocity:

v gs (z)= $ vg (z)/A

with$ v g (z) equal to the local volumetric gas flow rate and A is the tube
cross-sectional area. The gas velocity, v g , is a function of the liquid
velocity, the superficial gas velocity and the local relative velocity between thebubble and the liquidphase.
In the present research the two-phase drift-flux model of Zuber and Findlay
[8], taking into account non-uniform flow and hold-up distributions across
theduct,has been used inorder tocalculate thegas hold-up in the column.
Zuber and Findlay made the initial assumption that the drift velocity is
independent of the void fraction and proposed the drift velocity term to be
equal to the terminal rise velocity of a single bubble in an infinite
medium. Wallis [13]reviewed the influence of column diameters on the bubble

(4)
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rise velocity and found the rise
velocity toreach theterminal rise
velocity ofabubble inaninfinite
medium ifd b <0.125D co i umn . Fromthe
above-mentioned

model

Zuber and
Calculationof
Mser anddowncomergasflow
(eq 17) andgasvelocity leq41'

Findlay obtained
'g =C.{v, gs

+V
'Is } b,o

where Cisa distribution parameter

(5)

1
Calculationof
local pressure
(eq 13)

Calculationof
local pressure
(eq 13)

Calculationof
local gasvelocity ( e q 8 )

Calculationof
local gasvelocity (eq8)

Calculationof
local gasholdup (eq 7)

Calculationof
local gasholdup (eq 7)

for non-uniform radial flow.The
flattertheflow profiles thecloser
C approaches unity. Hatch [7]determined theC-value experimentallyin
thedraftofaninternal loopairlift
(206mm).Theresulting valuewas:C=
1.065. ClarkandFlemmer [6]investigatedthedistribution parameterCin
Calculationof
the liquid
velocity (eq I)

up-and downflow regionsandconcluded
that as pipe diameter increases
bubble behaviourmaybecome less symmetrical andless predictable. They
reported amean valueofC=1.07
for
the upflow region (100mmpipe) and
(

revealedastrongtrendforCtovary

output

J

linearly with voidage. These values
are inagreement with thecalculations ofZuber andFindlay [8] who

Fig. 2Schematicpresentation ofthecalculationofthehydrodynamicmodel

reported a theoretical value of
C=1.07provided thatS*all//acentre= °- 5an<*t n e rac*ial distributionsinthe
ductaregivenby:

v

gs + v ls

v

+v

= l-(r/R) 2

' gs ls)centre

°wall

l-(r/R) 7

a

"centre wall

Equations (6)agree with theresultsofMenzeletal. [14]whoinvestigated
flowprofilesin
aloopreactor.Serizawaetal. [15]pointedoutfrom their

(6)
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experiments that the gas hold-up profiles in a 60 mm vertical tube were
fairly flat, confirming the high value of the exponent in eqns (6).From
this work the plausability of the condition <*Wallucentre = °- 5 * s a l s o confirmed.
Substitution ofeqn(5) into eqn(3)yields:

a(z)=v gs (z)/{ C.(v ls (z) +v g s (z)) +v b o o }

(7)

Owing to pressure effects, the superficial gasvelocity varies in the ALR.
Assuming one-dimensional isothermal flow, steady state and negligible mass
transfer effects between the phases, the gasvelocity can be expressed as
follows:

v gs (z)= v gs (0).p(0)/p(z)

(8)

where v g s (0) and p(0) are the superficial gas velocity and the pressure at
the bottom of the reactor respectively. The local pressure in the ALR is
represented by:
z
p(z)= p(0)-p.g.{ z -/a(z)dz }
0

(9)

Substitution of eqn (9)and (8) into eqn (7)shows that eqn (7)is implicit
for o(z). To overcome this problem an approximation for o(z) in eq (9) is
employed as is proposed by van der Lans [9] and which will be denoted by
o'(z):

a'(z)=a(0).p h (0)/p h (z)

(10)

In this equation, p n is the hydrostatic pressure which seems a reasonable
approximation for the real pressure ifo ( z ) « l . The hydrostatic pressure is
definedas:

Ph(z)= P(0)-Pgz

Substitution of eqns (11)and (10) into eqn (9)gives:

(11)
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P h (z)
p(z)=ph(z)-p(0)o(0)./l/ph(z).d(ph(z))
0

(12)

Integration of eq (12)yields:

p(z)=p(0)-pgz -p(0).a(0).ln{l -pgz/p(0)}

(13)

With this approximation for the local pressure instead of eqn (9), the
implicity for a(z), (eqn 7 ) , has disappeared. Substitution of eqn (13)
together with eqn (8) into eqn (7) gives an expression by which the local
gas hold up inthe riser of theALR canbe calculated if the liquid velocity
is known and gas is absent from the downcomer. In practice, gas hold-up in
the downflow region is present in most cases and will contribute to the
total hydrodynamic behaviour of theALR.

Gas hold-up inthe downco»er

Gas hold-up in the downcomer may result from incomplete deaeration at the
top of the reactor or it can be accomplished deliberately by forced gas
injection into this section.Assuming no influence of turbulence on the rise
velocity of a bubble, the condition for complete deaeration at the top of
theALR is:

* v l /(L.B.v s )> 1

(14)

Here,* v j isthe liquid flow rate,L and B the length andwidth respectively
of the topsection and v s the bubble rise velocity. Equation (14)shows that
the rate of deaeration at the top is independent of the liquid level in the
topsection.
Themass flow rate of gas in the riser isdefinedas:

*mgr= *mgi + *mgd
where * m g i is the injected mass flow of air in the sparger and * m g c | isthe
mass flow of air in the downcomer. If thegas flow in the downcomer isgiven
as afraction qof the riser gas flow:

(15)
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substitution ofeqn (16)intoeqn (15)yields:

*mgr = *mgi/( 1 -<l) a n d *mgd = *mgi• q/(X "q )

(17)

*mgran(**mgda r e u s e d t 0 calculate thesuperficial gasvelocity intheriser
and downcomer (eqn (4))which enables the use of eqn(7)to derive the local
gas hold-up in the pertinent reactor part,taking into account the sign of
the bubble rize velocity vj,„,and the proper superficial liquid velocity
visClark and Flemmer [6]showed in their literature review that there exists a
discrepancy in published values for the distribution parameter,C, fordifferent flow regimes. Some authors assumed the profile constant to have the
same value inboth the riser and downcomer. Others assumed C to differ between the two sections. Although Clark and Flemmer report contradictory
results in their own work, for the downcomer they observe consistent values
for C. In downcomers with diameters of 50mm and 100mm, almost the same
values for Cwere found:C= 1.16 and C= 1.17 respectively.

Calculation of thefriction coefficient
The steady-state pressure drop in the ALR consists of the pressure drop
alongthe length of theriser,P r ,and alongthedowncomer tube, Pj, and its
appendages. When the pressure drop due to acceleration in the flow is
neglected (its contribution to the total pressure drop in a pipe element
will be less than 1* [13])the frictional pressure drop inthe airlift will
be:

AP f = AP_ +APri +4APfl
+AP f
1
u
L
'
bend

+A P f j
r->d
'd-*r

(18)

A

In eqn (18),the pressure drop in the appendages consists of six different
contributions: four timesa90°bend and two changes inflowed cross section
areaof riser-»downcomerand viceversa.
Ifthetwo-phasemixturehasagasfractionof lessthan 10%the influenceof
thegasphaseon the total friction isnegligible [13].Inmost cases thegas
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fraction inairlift-loop reactors will bebelow this value.Thetotal frictional pressure drop through the turnaround referred to the superficial
downcomer liquid velocity cannowbewrittenas:

AP f = ^K f p ra .vi d

(19)

where pra is the average density of the gas-liquid mixure in the riser and
downcomer. K f can be divided into eight contributions according to eqn
(18):

Kf=
}+Kf
+K f +K f
f = A d /Ap.(K f +3K*
f
i
a r r r t b e n d t+K
d^ri f b e n d fr_>d fd

(20)

Theexpressions used tocalculate thefriction coefficients ofthepipe elements and the appendages arementioned inthe appendix. Useofeqn (20)to
calculate the total friction coefficient of the two pertinent ALRs yields
the following values: K f = 1.8 for the smaller ALR and K f = 4.75 for the
larger ALR.When K f isknown, the liquid velocity andthe (local)gasholdup canbepredicted onthebasisof eqn(7)with thesuperficial gasvelocity
asthesole input parameter.

working
volume

Kfr

Kfd

^bend

fr«d

K

ftot

K

fex P

0.165 m 3

0.1

0.7

0.38

0.62

1.8

1.84

m3

0.4

2.0

1.5

1.1

4.75

4.43

0.32

0.12

4.5*

-

4.95

4.5

Weiland [21]

0.1

4.0

0.55

0.9

Merchuk [2]

0.58

0.58

0.6

0.004 m 3

5.2

6.0**

5.55

4.9

11.36

11.2

Table 1Calculated andexperimental friction coefficients
* Revealed from Blenke [16]
**Estimated
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In figure 3, the
measured square of
the liquid velocity

is plotted
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the gas
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2
x 0.57 m3 ALR (atmosferic top pressure)
• 0.57 m3 ALR (low top pressure)
o 0.165 m3 ALR

derived according
to eqn (2). In

1-

tabel 1the calculated values are

00.04

0.08

0.12

compared with the
experimental values

and

as

is

shown they agree

Fig.3Thegashold-up inthe riser asafunctionofthe
square liquid velocity inthedowncomer

very well. From
the graph it appears that the friction coefficient is independent of the
liquid velocity and of changes in gas hold-up. Only for the larger ALR,
under atmosferic conditions, does a deviation from the straight line occur
at large gas injection rates. The deviation coincides with visual observations of air entrainment into the downcomer which is a result of
incomplete deaeration at the top of the ALR. In the vacuum the flow at the
top was deaerated completely. For the smaller ALR, eqn(14) holds and no
significant amount of air was entrained into the downcomer. It can be
concluded that the total friction in anALR can be derived from simple onephase flow calculations based on known data for the friction factor.
A model evaluation is shown in figure 4 together with the experimental
results of the 0.165 m 3 pilot-plant ALR for the liquid velocity in the downcomer as well as the gas hold-up in the riser. For low gas input rates the
liquid velocities and the gas hold-ups are very sensitive to changes in the
gas input rate.For high input rates, however, only aminor increment of

0.16
ar(-)
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vlSd (m/s)
2.50T

Fie- 4The liquidvelocity inthedowncomerandthegasholdup inthe riser asafunctionof thesuperficialgasvelocity intheriser (0.165a*,o,x:experimental;
,
:model predictions)

Visd ( m / s )

2.00

10 v gs ( m / s !
Pig.5The liquid velocity inthedowncomer and thegasholdupintheriser asafunctionof the superficialgasvelocity intheriser (0.6mJ.atmosfericconditions,
o,x:experimental;
, :nodel predictions)

liquid velocity or gas hold-up is observed when the gas velocity is
increased. The model gives an adequate prediction of the flow behaviour in
the ALR with an accuracy of better than 10%.
The liquid velocity in the downflow region of the 0.6 m 3 ALR and the riser
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Vl5d (

m / s

2.00

103vgs(m/s)
Fig.6The liquid velocity inthedownconer and thegasholdup intheriser asafunctionof thesuperficialgasvelocity intheriser (0.6 na, IOM toppressure,o,x:
experinental;
, :model predictions)

gas hold upare presented in figures 5and 6 forboth the atmosferic and the
low-top pressure ("vacuum") situation. For the latter, the pressure ratio
between the top and the bottom of the reactor isaltered by a factor 30 for
a low gas input rate and by a factor 10 for high input rates.Thus ascaleup factor of 10 to 30 times was achieved, simulating a tower-loop fermentor
of 100-300m high. For atmosferic condition and large gas injection rates,
the gas-hold up in the downcomer could not be measured directly because
there was no manometer connected to the downcomer. Therefore the mean gas
hold up in the downcomer was derived from figure 3; for largegas velocities
and in the steady state situation (liquid velocity remains constant) the
deviation from the straight line isadirect measure of themean gas hold-up
in the downcomer. The resulting gas fraction in the riser will increase
because the downcomer gas hold-up counterbalances the liquid velocity. In
the steady state the increment in the riser will be equal to the mean gas
fraction in the downcomer. When the reactor was operated at liquid velocities of 1.61 m/s and 1.86 m/s in the atmosferic case, mean downcomer gas
hold-ups of 0.1% and 1.5* respectively were generated. The corresponding
rates of carry over were approximately 1* and 8.5* of the riser gas flow.
Again, the model fits the experiments (accurate to within 5*) for both
cases, even athigh gas flow rates (Seethe relevant points in figure5 ) .
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Fig. 7 Local gashold-up In the0.6 m 3
ALR (atmosferlc toppressure).
Experiments compared with model
calculations

0

0.25

0.50
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1.00

Fig. 8 Local gashold-up In the0.6n>
ALR (lowtoppressure).
Experiments compared with model
calculations

The results of model simulations and experiments are shown in figures 7and
8 for the local gas hold-up in the 0.6 m 3 ALR at atmosferic and low top
pressure. In this reactor the effect ofbubble expansion canbe demonstrated
fairlywellwhen theALR isoperated under vacuum. The validity of themodel
and its assumptions, in particular the assumption that there is no mutual
interaction of the bubbles, is evident from these graphs. Figure 8
demonstrates the high expansion rate, inparticular for the lastpart of the
riser i.e. between z=0.75 and z=1.0. This phenomenon!is very important for
the hydrodynamic stability of largedeep-shaft reactors [9,10], where gas is
injected at elevated locations inthe downflow region.Merchuk and Stein [2]
observed the same trend for the gas fraction in the riser as that shown in
figure 7, but also discovered that if the resistance in the downcomer was
increased, a maximum for the gas fraction was observed as a result of
increasing coalescence intheriser.
The good fit of themodel to the experimental data shows that coalescence is
not an important factor in this reactor. The bubbles ascend almost without
collision and the growing hold up along the axis is dependent on the
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increasing volume of the bubbles owing to thedecrease inpressure,
according to eqn(7). For the bubble
sizes of interest, this effect pre0.16
vails over the increment in bubble
rise velocity associated with the

.^ =19.3.10m/s

0.12

expanded volume. An enlargement of
the bubble diameter with 50* induces
a

positive

contribution

to

the

0.08
0.04

ascending velocity of only 20%. The
effect of coalescence on thegas hold

0

0
up was investigated by adding KC1 to
the 0.165 m s reactor.A salt solution
is a non coalescing medium and the
bubble size is dependent on the

0.1 0.2

0.3 0.4 0.5
I (mol/l)

Fig.9Gashold-up intheriser
(0.165»'ALR)asafunctionof
theionic strength fordifferent gasinput rates

geometry of the gas sparger. As
pointed out in a previous section, the bubble size generated at the
gassparger is equal to the equilibrium bubble size in tap water.
If there is no interaction between the bubbles,the mean bubble diameter is
only influenced by the decrease inpressure.
The gas hold-up in the riser was recorded as a function of the ionic
strength of the salt solution (in this case the ionic strength was equal to
the molar concentration) with the results shown in figure 9. As can be seen
there was no effect of ionic strength on the gas hold-up. This is in
agreement with the results of Weiland [21] who found that the gas hold-up
values for a 1.0 M sodium chloride solution were equal to those for tapwater. McManamey et al. [4] reported a similar result for sodium chloride
and sodium sulphate solutions up to 1 M. This result confirms the assumption of a low collision frequency inthetap-water-air system. Lee and Ssali
[17] and Miller [18] investigated bubble collision frequencies in a bubble
column and found the frequency factor to be of the order 0.02-0.07 s _ 1 for
air-water systems, if bubble coalescence is considered to be a first order
process inthe number of bubbles.Thismeans that for large gas inputrates,
e.g. v g s = 0.1 m/s, 30% of the bubbles will coalesce into larger bubbles
which will, according towhat ismentioned above,have very little effect on
the gas hold-up. Mishima and Ishi [19] pointed out that a transition from
bubbly flow to slug flow occured at a gas hold-up value of a=0.3 and that
coalescence below this value was not serious, which also agrees with the
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m 3 ALR with external loop,an aerated
altitude of 8.5 m and a ratio of
flowed areas of A d /A r =0.25. The ALR

Fig. 10Comparison ofthe experimental
andcalculated liquidveloci
ties inairlift-loop reactors

of Merchuk and Stein had a volume of
0.2 m 3 , a height of 2 m and an area-ratio A d /A r = 1 . The friction coefficient of both reactors was calculated as isdescribed in theprevious section (table 1 ) .As is shown in this plot the hydrodynamic model, in which
the only parameters are the superficial gas velocity, the reactor dimensions
and its geometry, fits reality fairly well for the five different cases.

CONCLUSIONS

Liquid velocities and gas hold-ups in an external loop airlift on different
scales were modelled on the basis of a simple equation (eqn(2)). The model
was adapted for non isobaric conditions and takes into account non-uniform
flow profiles and gas hold-up distributions across the duct. The drift-flux
model of Zuber and Findlay [8]was incorporated in the model.As the friction coefficient together with the reactor dimensions are input parameters,
it is necessary to estimate .this friction coefficient in the ALR. It has
been shown that this canbeobtained from simpleone-phase flow calculations
based onknown friction factors,taken from data-books,of seperate reactor
parts. The model predicts liquid velocities and (local) gas hold-ups in an
ALR towithin 10%. The validity of themodel arises from the controlled flow
and the low bubble-collision frequency characteristic of tube reactors.The
model can alsobe easily applied toan internal loop reactor.
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APPENDIX A

Standard "one-phase flow" equations were used to calculate the friction
coefficients in specific parts of the ALR, i.e. both reactor tubes, the
bends and diameter changes as it is proposed in eqn (20).A distinction was
made between a rectangular 90° bend and a smooth 90° bend which has been
used in the0.165 m 3 ALR at thebottom of thedowncomer.
Diameter change (A 2 >A 1 ):

= (A 2 /A!- 1)*

Kf A ^
2

K f / = (1-Aj/AaJ.q
A
2" A 1

(A.l)
(A.2)

In eqn (A.2) the constant q has a value of q=0.45 for a sudden change
indiameter and avalue of q=0.16 for the funnel used inthe 0.165 m 3 ALR.
Bends:

90° rectangular

Kf

= 1.3
bend
Kf,
=0.163(D/R)3«5 +0.131
L
bend

(A.3)

1

90° smooth

(A.4)

In eqn (A.4) D is the diameter of the tube and R the radius of the
bend.
pipe-flow:

Kf
=4C f L/D
L
l
r,d
Ineqn (A.5), L is the length of the pipesection and D its diameter. Cj is
the friction factor. Wallis [13] proposed the use of a constant friction
factor for all conditions. Inturbulent flow thisvalue is:C f =0.005.
The friction factor depends on.the Reynolds number and the roughness of the
pipe and taking this into account the above-mentioned value for Cf seems
very acceptable.Tabel 1gives the results for the calculated and experimental values of the friction coefficient in the specific parts of the ALR.

(A.5)
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NOMENCLATURE

A

area

[m 2 ]

B

width

[•]

C

distributionparameter

[-]

D,d

diameter

[•]

K

frictioncoefficient

[-]

L

length

[•]

P.P
R

pressure

[Pa]

radiusof thebend

[•]

g

gravitational constant

[m/s2]

q

constant

[-]

V

velocity

[m/s]

z

coordinate

[m]
Greek symbols

a

gas hold up

[-]

a'

approximation of the gas hold- up

[-]

A

difference

[-]

P

density

[kg/m3]

*

flow

[m3/s]

Subscripts

bubble
downcomer
friction
gas
hydrostatic
liquid
mass,mixture
riser
slip,superficial
volumetric
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CHAPTER THREE

ESTIMATION OFAXIAL DISPERSION IN INDIVIDUAL SECTIONS
OF AN AIRLIFT-LOOP REACTOR

P.Verlaan,A.M.M. van Eijs, J. Tramper and K. van 'tRiet,
Department of Food Science,Food and Bioengineering Group,
Agricultural University,
DeDreyen 12,6703 BC Wageningen, TheNetherlands.

K.Ch.A.M. Luyben,Department ofBiochemical Engineering,
Delft University of Technology,
Julianalaan 67,2628BC Delft.

ABSTRACT

Axial dispersion in the riser,downcomer and gas-disengagement section of an
airlift-loop reactor (ALR)with external loopwas estimated and expressed by
the Bodenstein number. In contrast to existing methods, the new developed
procedure yields reliable results for the individual sections. Values of
Bo= 30-40 for the riser, 40-50 for thedowncomer and 10for thegas-disengagement section show that, except for this last section, the flow behaves
like plug flow with superimposed dispersion. Depending on the Bodenstein
number, the pertinent ALR is fully mixed within 4-7 circulations. This
complete mixing time is used as a characteristic time in the presented
parameter-estimationmethod.
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INTRODUCTION

In biotechnological processes different types of bioreactors are presently
used, e.g. the conventional stirred tank reactors, bubble columns and the
more modern airlift-loop reactors. In an airlift-loop reactor (ALR), due to
the high circulation flow rate, efficient mixing is combined with a
controlled liquid flow. In such anALR, axial dispersion has an influence on
oxygen and other substrate profiles,effecting thekinetics of (immobilized)
biocatalysts and thus the design of the ALR. Fields and Slater [1] for
instance, investigated the influence of liquid mixing in an ALR on the
respiration of micro-organisms and found that respiratory quotients are
affected by the local mixing behaviour. For such reasons it is important to
characterize liquid mixing in an ALR. Moreover, knowledge of the mixing
behaviour in a bioreactor is required for adequate modelling of biotechnological processes.
Several investigators reported results on the characterization of axial
dispersion in bubble columns [2-4], However, in contrast to bubble columns
there is a lack of knowledge on the mixing behaviour inALRs, especially in
the seperate parts of these loop reactors, i.e. the up and downflow region
and the gasdisengagement section. Weiland [5] and van der Lans [6] for
instance, presented axial dispersion coefficients in an individual section
of anALR,viz.the riser [5]and the downcomer [6].Themathematical method
they applied to asses these values (moment analysis and Laplace transformed
transfer functions) entailed serious problems due to the liquid circulation
in theALR [6].From their results itcanbe derived that the liquid flow in
these reactor sections behaves more or less like plugflow.The same authors
also determined dispersion coefficients for the reactor as a whole. Pulse
response techniques were applied todetermine the overall dispersion parameters. Using this technique inanALR with a plug flow character, the results
were severely influenced by the "quality" of the initial Dirac pulse.Fields
and Slater [7] who investigated axial dispersion in the head section of a
laboratory scale ALR with internal loop (working volume: 0.019-0.037 m 3 ) ,
also distinguished the problems mentioned above. Hatch [8]used a method of
moments for the estimation of axial dispersion coefficients in the upflow
section of an 0.2 m 3 ALR with internal loop, for both the liquid and gas
phase. However,the author did not report onserious problems in determining
liquid phase dispersion coefficients due to liquid circulation. Verlaan et
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al. [9] characterized axial dispersion in a laboratory-scale ALR (working
volume 0.004 m 3 ) based on a pulse response technique and found a large
scatter in their results. Warnecke et al. [10,11] considered axial dispersion and residence time distribution in a laboratory-scale liquid jet-loop
reactor. The authors discriminated between sections of different mixing
behaviour and developed a procedure to determine the main model parameters
of the reactor as awhole and of the individual sections. However for a high
degree of axial dispersion (small Bodenstein numbers) this method showed a
considerable scatter. From these references it can be concluded that the
initial tracer distribution and the circulating flow in an ALR impedes the
use of existing parameter estimationmethods,especially for individual sections of such areactor.
In view of biological processes in which small characteristic times (time
constants) are of importance, it is essential to investigate axial dispersion

for

the

different

sections

of

the ALR:

riser,

topsection

(gasdisengagement section) and downcomer. In the present work the mixing
performances of these three sections of a pilot plantALR are presented. In
contrast to the above-mentioned mathematical methods, the parameter estimation method we developed is not affected by the shape of the tracer nor by
the circulation flow of the loop reactor. It will be shown that axial
dispersion for the reactor as a whole can be calculated from the contributions of the individual sections.

THEORY

An axial dispersion model has been used to estimate the axial dispersion
coefficient inour loop reactor. Themodel assumes plug flowwith disturbances caused by molecular diffusion, small eddies,dead zones and the liquidvelocity profile (radial velocity gradients) lumped in an axial dispersion
coefficient. A mass balance over a liquid volume part in the reactor
neglecting radial concentration gradients,gives:

ae/ae = i/Bo.32c/ax2-ae/ax
Inthis equation, c isthe dimensionless concentration (c-c 0 )/(c 00 -c 0 ), 8the
dimensionless time t/t c , x thedimensionless axial<coordinate z/L and Bo the
dimensionless mixing parameter (Bodenstein number):

d)
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Bo = (v.L)/D

(2)

where v is the liquid velocity [m/s], L the length of interest [in]and D the
dispersion coefficient [m 2 /s]. The value of the Bodenstein number expresses
the degree of axial mixing. If Bodenstein is equal to zero mixing is
complete, whilst for very large Bodenstein numbers conditions approach plug
flow.
The solution of eqn(l) for an initial Dirac pulse in the ALR, taking into
account the circulating flow, isrepresented by[12]:

8-(

.Bo k oo

).Iexp(

4n8

-(x-e)2Bo

x=l

)

(3)
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Fitting the model to an experimental respons on an initial Dirac pulse
yields the Bodenstein number for the reactor. For large Bo-numbers the time
delay between the peaks of the response curve can be used asgood approximation for the circulation time [12].This pulse response technique has been
commonly used in the literature [5-9]. However, since it is not possible to
create an ideal Dirac pulse, an experimental error is already included when
using this technique.

The Fourier transformed transfer function

When dispersion in an individual section of the reactor is considered the
circulation flow severly impedes the use of existing estimation methods
because the tail of a response is influenced by the sequential character of
the response. From this it is clear that characterization of axial dispersion by the Bodenstein number in specific parts of an ALR requires a more
sophisticate approach.
The dispersion characteristics of a given linear system, such as in one
dimensional flow, are represented by the following convolution-product
[13]:

z(6)= /h(e).y(6-f)dt
o

This means that for an arbitrary input signal y(t) the output signal z(t)
can be calculated when the transfer function h(t) isknown. In case of the

(4)
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axial dispersion model, this transfer function is the response on an initial
Dirac pulse and can be analytically derived from eqn(l).
When eqn(4) istransformed to the Laplace domain defined by:

00

H(p)= /h(6).exp(-p.e)d8
0

(5)

the convolution becomes amathematical product:

Z(p)=H(p).Y(p)

(6)

Inthis equation, Z(p)andY(p)are theLaplace transformed output and input
functions, respectively. H(p) is the Laplace transformed transfer function
and p the dimensionless Laplace operator. From eqn(5) the transfer function
in the Fourier domain can be calculated (see the appendix) when the imaginary part, iw,of the Laplace operator is considered:

H(i«,x)=Re(H(iu))+i.Im(H(iu))

(7)

Combination of eqns (6)and (7)yields the Fourier transformed output function, calculated from the (experimental) input function.

Time domain analysis

As pointed out by Fahim and Wakao [14]time domain analysis is in favour of
other existing parameter estimation methods; with this method the most
reliable values are obtained. Therefore the Fourier transformed output function calculated from eqn(6), is transferred by an inverse Fourier transformation to the time domain, defined by:

00

h(6)= /H(p).exp(p.e)dp
-00

The calculated output signal is fitted to the experimental output
signal according to the least square criterium. This method yields a

(8)
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reliable parameter estimation for the ALR. In contrast to the existing
methods, the input function comprises the complete mixing time, i.e.
4-7circulations.Themethod isrepresentedschematically inFigure1.
In practice the response
on a Dirac-like signal
was used as input func-

energy

tion. However, it should

transfer
function

A\

bestressedthatanytype

-J
Itiwl

of continuous function

Oliw)=H[iw).Hiw

A/\

Odwl

inverse founer
transforma tion

founer
transformation

can be used as input
function.

concentration

/v

When the Bodenstein numbers of individual sec-

reactor part
time

nput fun tion: in(t]

out(t)=h(tkin{t

ou put function out(t)

tions of the ALR, i.e.
theriser,topsectionand
Fig. 1Aschematic representation of theestimationmethod

downcomer, have beendetermined it is possible
tocalculate,fromthesevalues,theBodensteinnumberforthereactorasa
whole.AsshownbyAris [15]andBisschof [16]thesumofthevariancesofa
Dirac-response of the specific parts is equal to the variance of the
completereactor:
gZ

+ gZ

r

t

+ gZ

= gZ

d

s

(9)

For large Bodenstein numbers (Bo>20) the variance of a system can be
approximatedby[12]:
2.WBo
In this equation, t is the mean residence time of the pertinent reactor
part.Substitutionofeqn(10)ineqn(9)yields:

(10)
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t|/Bos = t£/Bo r + t|/Bot +t^/Bod

(11)

From eqn (11)the Bodenstein number for theALR iscalculated, provided that
the mean residence time in the pertinent sections are known and Bo > 20 in
these sections.

Application of adigital computer for theFourier transformed
transfer function

Non-periodical functions like the damped sinoidal input functionwe use,can
be transformed to the Fourier domain. In this case the function is made
periodic by using the mixing time as a period (characteristic time). As a
result, the complete response on a Dirac-like pulse is considered as one
period.
The Fourier transformation (CFT) gives a continuous spectrum in the frequency domain. A digital computer cannot perform the integration indicated
by eqn (5).Thus the CFThas tobe approximated at discrete frequencies by a
method known as thediscrete Fourier transformation (DFT). TheDFT isrepresented mathematically as:

H(-5- )= f h(k.dt).exp(-i.2irn*) (n=0,1,...N-l)
N.dt k=0
N

(12)

Themathematical expression of the inverseDFTis:

h(k.dt) = 1 [ H ( — — ).exp(i.27rn-) (k=0,l...,N-1)
N n=0 N.dt
N

(13)

Intheequations above,dt and N are the time intervals between two measured
points and the total number of points, respectively. The frequency spectrum
of theCFT has now been replaced by anumber (n)of frequencies:

f =n/(N.dt)

(14)
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This means that the time interval between two points, dt, has to be chosen
carefully in order not to loose essential information. A condition for this
is that the function to be transferred must be sampled at a rate greater
than twice thehighest frequency component of interest in thefunction.
The DFT we applied was a special variant namely the Fast-Fourier transformation (FFT) [17]. The FFT provides an efficient means of numerically
approximating analytical or continuous Fourier transforms. When a FFT or a
DFT is used one has to take into account that in fact the product of three
functions are transferred to the Fourier domain: the continuous function,
the discretisation function and inthe case of aFFT,the boundary function.

MATERIALS AND METHODS

The pilot-plant ALR used in the
stainless steel

experiments has a working volume of
0.165 m

3

topsection
viewwindow

and a height of 3.23 m.

Figure 2 givesa schematic representation of the reactor that has been
described in more detail elsewhere
[18]. The liquid level in thetopsection was kept at 0.13 m above the
bottom of the cistern in the absence
ofgas inorder tomaintain about the
same liquid velocity in the riser and
in the topsection. Temperature was
maintained at aconstant value of 30°
C. The gas sparger produced bubbles
with

the

same diameter

as

the

equilibrium diameter of air bubbles
inwater[19].
Acid and base were used as tracers
because detection of these tracers by

drain 1 tap water
air

pH-electrodes was not disturbed by
the presence of air bubbles. This in

plE 2Theexperimentalsetup

contrast to a conductivity measurement system by which we found it impossible to carry out these experiments
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in a two-phase flow, though several investigators reported results on axial
dispersion in two phase flows based on conductivity measurements [2,6,7].
The advantage of the conductivity system is that responses are linear with
the amount of tracer which is not the case for the pH-method. However, a
more important advantage of the pH-method is that the total amount of tracer
which is added to the ALR is two orders of magnitude below that in the case
of conductivity measurements. Incase of pulse response measurements this is
a very important advantage because the initial Dirac pulse can thus be
approximated very close.
The pH-electrodes used, have a low membrane resistance (Rs 40 MQ) and were
provided with short connecting cables (± 1m) to the pH-meters in order to
keep the time of response as low as possible. This response time of the
measuring system was:T =0.1 (±0.05) s.
Einsele [20] pointed out that only restricted pH-trajects are suitable for
measurement purposes because of carbondioxide equilibrium reactions:

I:

C 0 2 - HC0 3 - C 0 3

(fast)

II:

2~
C0 3 - HCO3- C 0 2

(slow)

Another condition for accurate pulse response measurements with acid and
base tracers is that a small amount of tracer causes a large change in pH.
Therefore, as a result of the above-mentioned conditions, a pH-traject of
3.5<pH<6.2 was selected as asuitable traject for the experiments.
The ALR contained a 50 mM potassium-chloride solution in tapwater inorder
to create an adequate salt buffer for thepH-measurements. Itwas experimentally shown that a salt solution of potassium-chloride with molar concentrations up to 0.17 M does not show a significant reduction of
coalescence [21].Moreover, potassium chloride was chosen as a salt buffer
since it modifies the properties of the air-water mixture less than other
salts [21]. The amount of tracer (about 1cm 3 HC1) was injected within
0.1 s. The response of both electrodes was recorded on line by a microcomputer with time intervals of 0.15 s until the respons of the puis was
completely damped. The liquid velocity in the downcomer was recorded
simultaniously by an inductive flowmeter.
A polynome was fitted to the titration curve and used to transfer the

